Directionality indices: Testing information transfer with surrogate correction.
Directionality indices can be used as an indicator of the asymmetry in coupling between systems and have found particular application in relation to neurological systems. The directionality index between two systems is a function of measures of information transfer in both directions. Here we illustrate that before inferring the directionality of coupling it is first necessary to consider the use of appropriate tests of significance. We propose a surrogate corrected directionality index which incorporates such testing. We also highlight the differences between testing the significance of the directionality index itself versus testing the individual measures of information transfer in each direction. To validate the approach we compared two different methods of estimating coupling, both of which have previously been used to estimate directionality indices. These were the modeling-based evolution map approach and a conditional mutual information (CMI) method for calculating dynamic information rates. For the CMI-based approach we also compared two different methods for estimating the CMI, an equiquantization-based estimator and a k-nearest neighbors estimator.